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The Manusmriti (Manu-smriti, ಮನು-ಸ್ಮಾರ್ತಿ Manu-smârthî; Sage Manu-smriti; Manu Smriti) is a law
code or a natural system of human conduct in Hinduism. The Manusmriti was probably compiled in
the first century BCE or in the sixth century CE byÂ .Q: jQuery callback after function I found this kind
of function on internet like this (function ($) { var oldOnClick = $.fn.onClick; $.fn.onClick = function
(fn) { return fn && typeof fn === 'function' && oldOnClick? oldOnClick.call(this, fn) : this; }
})(jQuery); onClick() callback? Why I don't need the name of function and oldOnClick? I mean, I have
this function foo(){ // some stuff } function bar(x){ // some stuff } bar(function(){ foo(); }) do I need
the name of function? Because I can do this without the name? bar(function(){ foo(); }) I do not
understand why this works A: You don't need the name for the callback, but the function is still
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needed because it is called to invoke the function passed to the callback. You could write function
bar(x) { //some stuff } bar(function() { foo(); }); But that's not really what you're doing. You're
passing a function. The function takes a single argument, which is actually the function itself and can
only invoke foo as the function itself. If you want bar to call foo, then you need to invoke it. So if you
want to set up a callback that bar calls foo, you need a name. But the name of the function is
irrelevant, and all you need to call it is its address or a reference to it (in this case the value of the
argument foo). bar( 1cdb36666d
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